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CONSIGNES  
 

1- Le candidat traitera le sujet UNIQUEMENT sur la GRILLE DE REPONSE fournie à cet effet.  

2- Cette épreuve comporte 2 grandes parties (PART 1 et 2) ; elle tient sur (04) pages, et dure 1 heure 

3- Pour la première partie ; PART 1 (QCM), cochez la case qui correspond à votre réponse.  

4- Pour la deuxième partie ;  PART 2 (QCD), cochez la case A si l’assertion est correcte et la lettre B si 

l’assertion est incorrecte.   

5-  Une réponse juste donne 2 points, une réponse fausse vous enlève 1 point. 

6- L'absence de réponse ne rapporte, ni n'enlève aucun point. 

 
PART 01 (QCM) 

 
TASK 01:  Present Simple Vs Present Continuous (40pts)  

Four options A, B, C, D are given below each statement. Tick on the ANSWER SHEET, the box/option that 

correctly completes the statement. 

 

1. Every morning I ____ at seven o'clock. 

A. get up 

B. gets up 

C. am getting up 

D. is getting up 

 
3. When I have finished dressing, I put on my shoes and ____. 

A. go downstairs 
B. goes downstairs 
C. am going downstairs 
D. is going downstairs 

5. It ____ heavily at the moment. 
A. rain 
B. rains 
C. is raining 
D. are raining 

7. Fred _____ his room just now. 
A. clean 
B. cleans 
C. is cleaning 
D. am cleaning 

 

2. In the morning she always showers and ___ 

her hair. 

A. comb 
B. combs 
C. is combing 
D. are combing 

 

6. I ______ my homework immediately after 
coming home from school. 

A. do 
B. does 
C. is doing 
D. am doing 

 

4. In January, it ______very often. 
A. Snow 
B. snows 
C. is snowing 
D. are snowing 

 

8. She ___ him very much. 
A. like 
B. likes 
C. is liking 
D. are liking 
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9. We _____ to the seaside every year. 
A. Go 
B. Goes 
C. is going 
D. are going 

11. Sandra and Tim ____ the new words right now. 
A. learn 
B. learns 
C. is learning 
D. are learning 

13. Every day after breakfast she ____ the newspaper. 
A. read 
A. reads 
B. is reading 
C. are reading 

15. Sebastian ____ several languages. 
A. speak 
B. speaks 
C. is speaking 
D. are speaking 

17. A lime tree _____ before my window. 
A. stand 
B. stands 
C. is standing 
D. are standing 

19. I wonder if he ___my name. 
A. remember 
B. remembers 
C. is remembering 
D. are remembering 

 
TASK 02: ACTIVE versus PASSIVE (20pts)  
 
The first sentence is in the ACTIVE VOICE. Choose the most correct way of saying the same thing in the PASSIVE 

VOICE, and then tick on the ANSWER SHEET, the box A, B or C corresponding to your answer. 

21.  They were interviewing her for the job. She ____ for the job. 

A. was being interviewed                   B. was interviewed                          C. has been interviewed 

 

22. Tom is writing the letter. The letter ____ by Tom. 

A. was written                                      B. is being written                            C. has been written 

 

 

10. Listen! My sister ___ the piano. 
A. play 
B. plays 
C. is playing 
D. are playing 

 

14. You must not disturb father because he 
___ in his office. 

A. work 
B. works 
C. am working 
D. is working 

 

12. We ____ near the city centre. 
A. Live 
B. lives 
C. is living 
D. am living 

 

16. They____ him very well. 
A. know 
B. knows 
C. is knowing 
D. are knowing 

 18. The girls often ___ him standing before a 
shop window. 

A. see 
B. sees 
C. is seeing 
D. are seeing 

 
20. Give me this book. It ____ to me. 

A. belong 
B. belongs 
C. is belonging 
D. are belonging 
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23. Everyone understands English. English ______ by everyone. 

A. is understood                                  B. has been understood                      C. was understood 

 

24. The employees brought up this issue during the meeting. This issue ____ by the employees during the 
meeting. 

A. has been brought up                     B. is brought up                                       C. was brought up 

 

25. The professor told him not to talk in class. He ____ by the professor not to talk in class. 

A. has been told                                  B. was told                                                C. was being told 

 

26. They say that women are smarter than men. Women _____ to be smarter than men. 

A. were being said                              B. were said                                              C. are said 

 

27. The fire has destroyed the house. The house ____by the fire. 

A. has been destroyed                      B. was being destroyed                           C. is destroyed 

 

28. She would have told you. You ____ by her. 

A. would have been told                  B. would be told                                        C. Were being told 

 

29. She would reject the offer. The offer ___ by her. 

A. will have been rejected               B. would be rejected                                C. will be rejected 

 

30. This surprises me. I _____ by this. 

A. would have been surprised        B. will be surprised                                    C. am surprised 

 

PART II (QCD)  

TASK 03: MODALS (20 pts) 

Read the sentences and decide whether the modal in each sentence is Correct or Incorrect. Then, tick on the 

ANSWER SHEET, the box A or B corresponding to your answer. 

 

1. They __CAN __ be on holiday but I'm not sure. 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                       B- INCORRECT  

2. You __COULD __ be right, but I'd still like to check. 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                                B- INCORRECT  

3- __MAY__ you turn it down a bit please? 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                                B- INCORRECT  

4- It's OK- you _MIGHT___ go when you've finished. 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                                B- INCORRECT  

5- Ask any questions now as you __MAY__ not talk during the test 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                                B- INCORRECT 
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6- You __MUST NOT__ smoke in the cinema. 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                                B- INCORRECT  

7- From the way he speaks, he __COULD__ be from London 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                                B- INCORRECT  

8- It's impossible- they __MUSTN’T___ have finished it already! 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                                B- INCORRECT  

9- The weather __MAY __ be better tomorrow 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                                B- INCORRECT  

10- __CAN__ you speak Japanese? 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                                B- INCORRECT  

 
TASK 04 (20 pts) 
Read carefully the sentences and decide whether each sentence is Correct or Incorrect. Then, tick on the 

ANSWER SHEET, the box A or B corresponding to your answer.  

 

11- The sun rises in the west and sets in the east 

A-  CORRECT                                                                                                              B- INCORRECT  

12- A person who has a lot of bear is a barber 

A- CORRECT                                                                                                               B- INCORRECT  

13- An ant is a person’s father sister  

A- CORRECT                                                                                                               B- INCORRECT  

14- Christopher Columbus discovered Armenia  

A- CORRECT                                                                                                               B- INCORRECT  

15- A man who flies an airplane is a planer  

A- CORRECT                                                                                                               B- INCORRECT  

16- A dumb person cannot perceive sounds  

A- CORRECT                                                                                                               B- INCORRECT  

17- A flourishing animal species is an animal species that extinct  

A- CORRECT                                                                                                               B- INCORRECT  

18- In the sentence “I used to smoke a cigar when I was 40”, Used to describes Past Habits   

A- CORRECT                                                                                                               B- INCORRECT  

19- ‘can’ in the sentence: ‘Fatou can dance Mapouka’ is an auxiliary   

A- CORRECT                                                                                                               B- INCORRECT  

20- The word ‘smart’ is a synonym to the word ‘intelligent’  

A- CORRECT                                                                                                               B- INCORRECT  

GOOD LUCK ON THE TEST! 


